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1. 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OP' PROBLml 
Irish potatoes occupy sixth pl ace in importance of crops grown in 
Oklahoma, their value being approximately one million and a half dollar s 
in 1935.l This is principally the value ot the spring crop. The :tall 
crop of Irish potatoes in Oklahoma is rather limited, but constitutes 
the principal source of the wi nter supply of potatoes for use in the 
farm home. Good storage facilities for the spring crop are rarely 
found on the Oklahoma farm, and under these circumstances, the spring 
crop is difficult to keep, thus 'the average farmer usually sells all of 
his marketable potatoes, using the seconds and cull s at times as seed 
tor a fall crop. The fall crop is harvested at a time when the air 
temperature is low enough to keep the potatoes in common storage. 
There are certain problems associated with the use ot spring 
grown potatoes as seed for a fal l crop . Spring grown tubers are in a 
rest period when harvested, and the period intervening between harvest-
ing the spring crop and planting the fall crop is so short, that the dor-
mancy of the spring crop tubers otten results in sl ow and irregular 
sprouting when they are planted for the fall crop. It the potatoes are 
planted without chemical treatment, the rate of germination may be so 
slow as to require so much of the fall growing season that an early 
fall frost would kill the vines before they had made sufficient growth 
to produce a crop. Dormancy may be overcome to some extent by the use 
of chemicals, but tbe very use of chemicals brings about other problems 
that must be considered. 
I United States Census of .Agriculture, 11.S. Department of Commerce. 
Vol. l, p. 715. Oklahoma, 1935. 
2. 
Other problems associated with the fall production of' potatoes in 
Oklahoma are seed piece decay in relation to high soil temperatures 
and a limited moisture supply in the soil. 
Earlier work at the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station (32) 
has been done with the use ot chemicals to morten the dormant period 
of' tbe 1ubers, to determine the optimum concentrations, and the most 
agreeable temperature at which spring grown potatoes should be treated. 
Studies conducted by Kenworthy (21) definitely establ ished the tact that 
initially, the seed piece "decay" at soil temperatures of' 90 to 95°F. 
is due to an internal physiological breakdown, and not to organisms. 
This physiological breakdown seemingly arises in relati .on to high soil 
temperature, high respiration and a deficiency of' oxygen within the 
potato. The above conditions result in blaokhearting of the potato, 
which injures and disrupts the normal growth process, causing seed 
piece decay. 
At t his point there seems to be quite a number of problems relating 
to fall crop production that have been left unsolved. From these the 
following have been selected for investigation. 
(1) To determine :roore specifically the maximum temperature at 
which sprouting or potato sets and tubers occurs, and above 
which seed piece breakdown may be expected to prevail. 
(2) To study the effects of various temperatures and concentra-
tions at' ethylene chlorhydrin on respiration in relation to 
germination and seed piece decay. 
(3) To continue the study of seed piece breakdown and to devise, 
if possible, methods of overcoming this condition. 
3. 
Blackheart 
REVIEW ..Q!. LITmATURE 
Earlier work at tl:e Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station (32) 
on the problem of a f'all cm p of potatoes for Oklahollla, has covered many 
phases, such as the use of chemicals for abbreviating the dormant period, 
source ot seed, and field culture studie a. This work wes confined 
largely to field experimentation until 1937 when Kenworthy (21) initiated 
controlled temperature investigations. Her work consisted ot soil 
temperature studies in relationship to blackheart, treatment with 
ethylene chlorhydrin , and physiological breakdown of tbe seed piece. 
She found that blackheart resulted at high soil temperatures which 
caused internal breakdown or the potato tissue. She demonstrated that 
seed piece decay was not caused by pathogenic organisms until after the 
tissue had undergone a phys iological breakdown. Blackhearting of the 
tuber always preceded death at high temperatures. 
Other investigators have produced blackheart under various con-
ditions, Stewart and Mix (39) found that with a volume of air equal to 
the volume of potatoes , a period of ten to twelve days resulted in 
blackheart, provided the temperature was maintained around 70°F. At 
temperatures of 500 to 60° they reported abait twenty days were required, 
and at 40° a still longer time was required, rangi.n·g from twenty-three 
to forty days. Bartholomew ( 6) in 1915 indicated that the accumulation 
of carbon dioxide, or the products of respiration, and the lack of oxygea 
brcught about the death of the cells. Under laboratory conditions he 
was able t.o produce blackheart at 101 to 111° in from fifteen to twenty-
four ha.i rs • 
4. 
In India Mann and Joshi (27) f<llnd that tubers in open wire baskets 
at ordinary temperatures of 72 to 860 F. remained srund for indefinite 
periods or time, v.hen at 97° under the same conditions of aeration, 
blsclcheart occurred in about six days. When tu bars were placed in sealed 
containers in which air was replaced by carbon dioxide or nitrogen, or 
when tubers were coated with collodion or paraf fin , blaclcheart occurred 
in six to twelve days at 81 to 86° 7. 
Bennett and Bartholomew ( 7) fmnd blackheart to appear usually 
in 6 to 12 days at temperatures of 95 to 104°. 
Appleman (2) conducted studies on the aecumulation at carbon 
dioxide in the soil w1 th late crop potatoes. He found that the 
accumulation delayed growth , but did mt entirely prevent sprouting of 
the tubers. His experimentation was carried out in Maryland where the 
soil temperatures are probably not quite as high as those in Oklahoma. 
Davis {11) produced blackheart in potatoes under laboratory con-
ditions at a temperature of 113° in a carbon dioxide-free atmosphere 
in which 'there was an abundance of oxygen available. He found that 
during the time preceding the incidence of blackheart, carbon dioxide 
accumulates rapidly in the internal atmosphere of the tuber, and oxygen. 
is rapidly depleted until the inter-cellular gasses contain more than 
5or.' carbon dioxide and less than 4% oxygen; and that this condition is 
followed by increasing permeability of the protoplasm together with cer-
tain other changes. His conclusions were that biac~heart apparently 
was t~e result of high respiration and the failure of the gas exchange 
to keep pace with the respiration rate. This assumption agrees with 
that of Bartholomew (6) . 
5. 
Kidd (22) found that when the composition of internal gases reached 
more than 20% of carbon dioxide, the potato was injured, and serious 
injury occurred at 30% accumulation . Magness (25) reported finding 
composition of gases in the inter-cell uar spaces of potato tissue at 
86° F. to be more than 34% carbon dioxide, while the amount of oxygen 
was less than 5%. 
Singh and Mathur (36) showed a definite negative correlation 
between the occurrence of polyphenol oxidase and diastase and the degree 
of incidence of blackheart of potatoes . They attributed this to the 
partial destruction of polyphenol oxidaee and diastase due to the 
excessive heating of the enzymes. 
Dormancy 
"Dormancy" and "rest period" are terms which will be used inter-
changeably to indicate that period during the n:>rmal life of the potato 
in which sprouting will not take place, eTen though external conditions 
are :favorable . 
The relation of dormancy to the per cent germination of the 
potatoes used as seed in tall crops has been investigated widely at 
different experiment stations, but apparently to the writer's knowledge 
none of these stations has studied the relationship of high soil 
temperatures to cha ieal trea t ment and respiration of the tubers. In 
the present study the effects of chemical treatment and high soil 
temperature are being considered. 
The duration of the period of dormancy o potato tubers depends 
on several factors, some of which are: 
(l} Tuber maturity at harvest time. 
{2} i'em.peraiu.re end humidity of t he aiorege room. 
(3) Periderm thickening 
(4) Oxygen supply 
(5} Varietal characteristics 
It should be noted that the fi rat too r factors relate to periderm 
thickening and permeabilit¥. 
6. 
Appleman (3) suggested tbat the continuance of' dormancy is largely 
due to a lack of oxygen in the internal tissue. He has shown 'that when 
the periderm was removed thus admitt ing oxygen, or when oxygen was 
introciuced by other means, sprouting ot the do nnant tubers was hastened. 
He concluded that dormancy may be broken by any method which increased 
the rate ot respiration. 
iller (30) experimented with various chemicals in relation to growth 
Teleasal and the respiration rate ot potatoes. Be :f'cund that certain 
che icals such as primary alcohols, reduced the respiration rate, yet 
others such as urea and acetamide, caild break the dormancy without either 
decreasing or increasing the respiration rate. However, the majority 
of the chemicals did increase the respiration rate, and at the same tim , 
broke the dormancy. 
Kidd (22) came to the conclusion that for germination of the potato, · 
the optimum concentration of oxygen in the internal gases should be eigat 
to twelve per cent. 
Werner (43) working with dorment tubers, states that no definite 
interval of t ime can be named as the length of the dormant period, but 
that the duration of' the period will depend upon various factors such as 
tuber maturity at harvest time, and temperature and humidity of the 
storage room. He :fcund t hat emergence from tba dormant period is a 
gru~UBl trunsition and not n ub~uptl7 occurring l.nciaent. 
'1 •. 
Rosa (35) fomid that dormancy as related to tuber maturity, for in 
a series of twelve tests the average number ot days requir ed tor the 
sprouts to emerge was greatest in tubers harTested earl iest, and decreased 
regularly as the time of harvesting was extended; End the time required 
for germination was shortest in tbe samples harvested when the tubers 
were most mature . He further smwed that e ergence from the rest period 
is not abrupt, and that some time in storage is required to secure prompt 
and uniform sprouting. 
Denny and Miller (13) found that chemical treatment was less effective 
in breaking the dormancy~ the potato as the tuber approached the end ot 
its rest period, and that this was due to a decrease in the amount at 
ethylene chlorhydrin absorbed in association with the natural thickening 
of the pariderm of the potato. 
Several investigators have found that storage at low temperature is 
a mild dormancy-breaking treatment . Wright (44) attributed this dormancy-
breaking treatment to the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the potato 
tissue while stored at 33° . He a l so pointed out that potatoes remoTed 
from 33o storage azx1. placed at 95° respired far more than potatoes taken 
from 70° storage and placed at 95°. Muller- 'l'hurgau (31) and Werner (43) 
found that low temperature storage ot tubers is a mild cbrmancy-breaking 
treatment. 
Loomis (24) round that storage at 950 was a dormancy-breaking treat-
ment, and that planting potato sets in soils at 950 further aided in pro-
ducing rapid germination of dormant tubers. 
Rosa (35) found that periderm formation was related to the dormancy 
ot potato tubers . In his studies he cut tubers and stored the sets at 
diftar nt tamp~raturea {10 to ,5° O.) for 26 days before planting in order 
8. 
to allow wound periderm. formation to take place in an atte?11pt to preven\ 
rotting. Poor germination from. these suberized sets was believed by him 
to be due to a secondary dormancy induced by the periderm formed. In the 
light of our present knowledge, this result was explained on the basis 
of oxygen absorption (Kenworthy ( 21). 
Artsch ager ( 5) f'cund that f'reshly ha rvestad tubers or wounded tub ere 
formed a very shallow periderm. when s.ibject to high humidity, but ihen 
placed 1n an atmosphere having a low humidity, a thicker or heavier perlde 
was formed. 
Th.is closely relates to the work of Smith (37), Appleman (3), and 
Rosa (35), who :rrund that tubers stored in moist conditions, or tubers 
subjected to high humidity or stored in contact w 1th some material holdilag 
moisture, such as peat moss, had a shorter period of dormancy than tubers 
stored in a dry atrnsphere. Smith concluded that moist storage delayed 
suberizetion which facilitated the exchange ot gases and encouraged the 
sprouting actiTity. Appleman (3) believed that delayed suberization faTored 
a rapid gas exchange which allowed greater absorption of oxygen, thereby 
causing a breaking of the dormancy . 
As mentioned before, Miller and Denny (29) showed that dormancy was 
broken more readily by chemical treatments with tubers having a thin 
periderm than w1 th those having a heavy periderm. 
Treatment with Ethylene Chlorhydrin to Break Dormancy 
Denny (12) foo.nd that it was important in treating potatoes w1 th 
ethylene chlorhydrin to avoid treating at temperatures higher than 85°. 
This work was confirmed by Kenworthy (21) who found that if the tempera• 
ture was above 85° during and immediately following the twenty- four hour 
treatment , blackheart would result. She also found that the eoneent~ation 
of ethylene chlorhydrin necessary to break dormancy was low, and t ha t 
concentrations of more th an 1 cubic centimeter of 40 per cent com:n.ercial 
ethylene chlorhydrin per liter of air space in vapor treatrrent were alway& 
injurious. 
According to Denny and Miller (13), freshly harvested tubers take up 
much larger quantities of ethylene chlorhydrin when treated under the 
same conditions than 1llbers f:rom the same lot ate later date. liller 
and Denny (29) in a later experiment found that the partial removal of 
the periderm resulted in the absorption of more ethylene chlorhydrin by 
the tubers. This indicates that periderm formation of the tubers is an 
important consideration in standardizing any treatment with the aboTe 
chemical. 
Mil l er and Denny (29) also found the amount of ethylene chlorhydriA 
required to induce sprouting in the tuber to be exceedingly low, ranging 
from l cubic centimeter of 0.1 olar ethylene chlorbydrin per 100 grams 
of expressed juice, to 15 centimeters. They reported that the rate~ 
sprout emergence increased with the increase of ethylene chlorhydrin 
tound in the tissue, but that a concentration of more than 15 cc. increaa d 
the amount of seed pi ce decay. 
Smith (37) found that treatingwittl. ethylene chlorhydrin increased 
·the rate of respiration, and the s trongar the treat ent within the rangEt 
of concentrations used, the higher the rate of respiration. 
It is sign.i:ficant that the use of increased concentrations ot ethy-
lene chlorhydrin results i n higher respirat ion rates and usually the 
occurrence of more decay. 
Respiration 
e1nce Davis (11) 
the rate or respiration 
l • 
nd Bartholomo {6} had ;related blackhearting to 
nd the resultant by-products , and Appler:ian (3} 
h said at increasing too rate of respiration would cause a shortani g 
of the rest period, it was logical that the literature relating to car-
bon diOKide concentration and rate of re pi.ration should be considered. 
Ven'T Eoff's law {40) states that tor every ten degree (Oentlgrade) 
riae (over a range from Oto 30° C.), the rate ct most physiolo ical 
processes is doubled or tripled. The process of respiration has been 
shown by Gore {15} to confer to this rule , who found thot the rate of 
respira ion increased from l . B9 to 3 .01 times and averaged 2.376 for each 
ton degree rise in ~emperature, in connection with his studtas with fruit. 
Kimbrough (23), experimenting with the storage ot potatoes, found 
that the Llcreaeed respiration rate of potatoes moved from a low storage 
temparat re to a high temperature c<llld not be attributed to the accumule• 
tion ot carbon dioxide in tha po ato tissues at the low temperature. Uis 
calc lationB show thet the potato tissue cannot absorb end hold as w h 
carbon dioxide at t ba low temperature as wwld be giTen otf after the 
po t atoes are ,oved to a hi~her temperature . Ile also found that the 
respiration rate, determined at various constant ter11.peratures , ve.riad t th 
t he ~emperature at which respiration was tested, the higher talllperature 
causing a high r res;.>iration rat e. \' hether 'the decrease in t he respiratio 
rate of harvested potatoes declined due to l'Mturity or to increased thicken-
ing of the periderm, none of the investigators said. Smith (37} and 
~oaa {35) founti that potato tubers have a high respiration rate immediat9ly 
after di~ ing which gradually declines as the potatoes attain aturity 
1n 1tora a . 
Magness (25) found an accumulation of carbon dioxide as high as 
34 per CEil t in potatoes that bad been sibjected to a temperature ot 
30° c. 
Contrary to Ven'T Bott's law (40), Hopkins (19) observed an. in-
creasing rate of respiration at low temperatures or 3 to o0 c., which 
u. 
he attributed to the accumulation ot reducing sugars. He further found 
that respiration ls more closely oorrelated with the amount ot reducing 
sugars present than temperature until the amount of reducing sugars 
collected begins to inhibit respiration, at which time the temperature is 
a greater :f'aetcr than tro s~ars. 
Appleman and Smith (4), experimenting with potatoes frund that at 
o0 to 30.o0 c. tb re was no correlation between reducing sugars and the 
rate o:f' respiration. 
Palladin {33) suggest.s that respiration rates are greatly stimu-
lated by temperature changes from low to high. Kimbrough (23) found 
that a period of four weeks in cold storage was necessary to cause the 
maximum difference in the respiration rate over tubers kept constantly 
e t the higher temperatures. He demonstrated that this stimulated respiration 
on removal is not due to carbon dioxide accumulation in the potato tissue 
during the storsge at low temperatures. V/rigit (44) tound that this 
tour week's exposure to low temperature allowed for a maximum amount ot 
carbon dioxide to be accumulated in the tissue. 
Magness (25) believes that the exchange of gases in respiration is 
more easily facilitated at the higher temperature, since he cites Denny (12), 
who indicat ed tbat the tissue is more permeable at h i gher temperatures 
to water, and thus, gness assumes that tl:e same tiss ue wculd be more 
permeable to the Ter1rus gases. Smith (37) :f'ou.no that the intern 1 
12. 
tissue md periderm of the potato had a very low degree of permeabil ity 
to carbon dioxide. 
Magness and Diehl (26) investigating paraffin coated and uncoated 
apples in storage for the oomposition ~ internal gases , :found that the 
coated potatoes had a reduced rate ot respiration; but that carbon 
dioxide accu ulated in t le tissue, and at high temperatures internal 
browning af the appl e tissue occurred. 
According to Smith (37}, treating potatoes With ethylene chlorhydrin 
resulted in a higher concentration ~ carbon dioxide in the tissue and 
breaking of the dormancy, but treating With carbon di.oxide alone did 
not break dormancy 1:t.ough carbon dioxide accumulated in tbe tissue. 
Appleman (2) came ~ the conclusion 1hat a concentration ~ carbon 
dioxide in the soil atmosphere of 5 per ceo. t would not retard the rate ot 
germination ruf:f'iciently 1X> cause seed piece decay. 
Through the association ot the work of Davis (11), Bartholomew (6), 
Magness (25), and Smith {37), it is conceivable that with high temperatut'll, 
high res piration rate and ~e accumulation of carbon dioxide in the potato 
tissue , blaekhearting and physiological breakdown may occur. Whether 
this is due to the by-products ot respiration (carbon dioxide) as in-
dicated by Singh and athur (36) and Davis (11) or whether it is direct 
injury by carbon dioxide as shown by Kidd (22), is not known; but that 
inju:ey does occur is beyond doubt. That it is as much the lack of 
oxygen and impermeability of the intact periderm, or suberized periderm 
to gas exchange with the depressed rate of respiration seems most likely. 
1~. 
ounding 
In connection with respiration it w<X.lld seem logical that cutting 
the tuber would give a more permeable surtace am thus the rate of respira-
tion could be increased by the set without mooh injury when planted in 
the field under high temperatures. 
Palladin (33) found that tbe rate of res iration following wounding 
increased until the twenty-eighth hour, than it began to decline, and h 
indicated that approximately 93 per cent of this increase was due to the 
eehanical facilitation of gaseous exchange, and not to the wQlnd stimulation 
caused by actual cutting as was thought by Appleman (3) when he stated 
that wounding was a mild dormancy-breaking treatment. Johnstone (20) 
found that wounding of sweet potato roots mechanically facilitates respiration, 
and the increased rate of gas exchange due to ounding was not a direct 
wrund sti ulus. 
Loomis (24) and Werner (43) found that one ounce seed pieces from 
large potatoes of 4-ounce s ize ger inated better t hen small, whole potato• 
of the sa.,s .s ize. Loomis attributed this to the large potatoes coming 
out of their rest pe riod more rapidly. In the light of the present \llOrk: 
and the work of Rosa {35) and Smith (37), the writer teals that better 
germination of cut sets is dle to ease of gas exchange through the large 
cut area hich is readily perneable to gas exchange; whereas, the small~ 
whole potato has an unbroken periderm which retards the absorption of 
oxygen and the release of carbon dioxide. 
~ Temperatures 
It is generally accepted that high soil temperatures induce seed 
piece decay. Bushnell (8) stated that it is inadvisable to plant fall-
14. 
crop potatoes in Ohio while the so 11 temperature is high. Vincent and 
Pawson (4.2) found that the per cent of germination at temperatures above 
70° depends on the soundness of the tubers; that less decay reaul. ts f'ro~ 
tubers sprouted befare planting; and that excessive moisture in the soil 
at a tempera ture of 57° was found to induce seed pieee decay. Loomis (~) 
indicates t hat excessive seed pi.eee decay will be found at temperature of 
950, thrugh the potatoes may sprout more quickly following storage at the 
same temperature. He concludes that the loss thrrugh seed piece decay 
at 95° is so high that yields would be unprofitable . 
METHODS Mm. MATERIALS 
(All temperatures, unless otherwise noted, are expressed in 
degrees Fahrenheit) 
Germination Studies: 
Throughout these experiments the potatoes were germinated in 
1.5. 
ordinary greenhouse :flats that measured 14" x 22" x 4n. A mixture ot 
one-half' building sand (30 mesh) and one-half German peat was used as 
a germination media. '!'his resulted in a mixtu.re that has some of the 
phy'sical properties of soil, yet would be easier to handle, and could 
be used repeatedly. The flats were filled with a half-inch layer of 
this mixture. The sets were placed on this and then covered with 
sand and peat to a depth of about two inches. Emergence is the term 
used to designate when the sprout showed above the media. 
The flats were then placed in constant temperature cabinets at 
70°, 90°, and 95°, depending upon the design of the experiment. 
Seventy degrees was selected as being near t.he optimum tor the ger-
m1nation of the sets and tubers. To attain this temperature, a 
cabinet having a cooling unit was used. 
Each cabinet was equipped with a 450 watt hot plate, an elec-
trio tan, and a shallow pan 20" in diameter. The tan and hot plate 
were operated 1n connection with a Dekotins}Qr thermostat. 
The air stream trom the tan was directed over a tree water sur-
f'ace in the pan and over and around the hot plate to provide a moist 
atmosphere with a uniform temperature throughout the cabinet. The 
temperature was constant on an7 one ot the four shelves, but varied 
slightly from shelf' to shelf. 
16. 
The cabinets measured 3' x 3' x 7'. Eac had four shelves, each 
shelf accommodating two flats, making a total of an eight-flat capa-
city for each. The cabinets were constructed of "Celotex" with 
double wall insulation. 
Respiration A:pparatus ~ Determinations 
In order to deter.mine the effect of temperature and chemical 
treatment on potato tubers, respiration apparatus was devised. The 
' 
apparatus was a modification of that used by Harding, Maney and 
Plague {16(17), with the use of a Reseit Tower as modified by 
Truog (41). See Fig. 1. 
In order to remoYe the carbon dioxide from the air, two flasks 
of sodium hydroxide solution were used in the first two experiments 
on respiration, with a flask ot barium hydroxide solution to check 
the efficiency of the sodium. hydroxide wash. During the 39 days of 
the first two series , there was no perceptible precipatate formed in 
the barium hydroxide solution, but the moisture drawn in with the air 
f rom the wash bottles accumulated in the respiration chambers. In the 
last series the barium h;ydroxide solution was replaced by a third 
flask of sodium hydroxide. A soda lime U-tube was inserted after the 
last flask in order to remove the moisture from the air. 
From the Reseit tower the air passed through pipes to a fifty 
gallon steel drum that was used to provide a vacuum reserve. The air 
was drawn from the drum by a small vacuum pump that was operated by 
a motor controlled by a relay and mercury switch, which in turn was 
operated by the vacuum pressure in the drum. Note Fig. 2 
The rate of air flow in the towers was adjusted to what was 
Fig. 1 Respiration apparatus installed 1n 
constant temperature chamber. · 
17. 
11g. 2 Vacuum pump, vacuum reserve 
and controls 
17 a 
18. 
judged. to be a constant removal o'f the carbon dioxide that was evolved. 
from the tubers. 
The carbon dioxide respired by the potatoes was absorbed in 
approximately 2 N potassium hydroxide. A double titration of phelol-
pthal.ein and methyl orange was used to dete:rmln.e the amount of ca.rbon 
dioxide which was absorbed by the solution of alkali in a twenty-
four hour period. 
The alkali and glass beads were washed i"rom the Reseit tower into 
the flask and the titration carried out. A 111otor-driven stirring de-
vice was arranged to fit into the flasks in order that the solution. 
could be thoroughly mixed during the titration. 
1.t'he results of the titrations were expressed in terms of milli-
grams of carbon dioxide respired per kilogram hour. Approximately 
2 N sulfuric acid was used to titrate th.a potassium hydroxide. 
The milligrams of oarbon dioxide per kilogram hour was deter-
mined, and used to express the amount of carbon dioxide evolved. The 
formula bolow was used tor this calculation~ 
Phen. reading - Methfl orange readi!:!e x carbon dioxide e9uivalent, 
No. ot kilograms of potatoes x Hours of test 
Analysis ot variance was used to determine the significance of 
the results for various treatments and temperatures. Snedeeor's 
Table of' F Values (38) was used to dater.mine the one percent and 
five percent levels of significance. 
Treati?1,S. Potatoes with Ethylene Chlorhzdrin 
Samples ot about 2500 grams or tubers were treated in five gallon 
wide-mouth pickle jars, and. the potat~es allowed to stand tor 
~\'iwenty-1'our hours at a terrrperaJmre of 75 to 80 degrees. At ·the end 
of' this period the tubers were removed from the jar and. allowed to 
remain in the open f'or another twenty-i'our hom.~ period before being 
installed in the respirator~- apparatus. !11 :Expex':tment VI the pots.toes 
were pla(;ea in e. 40 liter can and 20 cubie centimeters of ethylene 
chlorhydri:n wer's used in th(s treatment. 
The erthylene chlorhydrin was absorbed by a :piece of cheese cloth 
which was spread. over a sere0n co)le. This cone wss set in a large 
~1atch glass which v:as placed OV'Dr the tubers in the can. The ethylene 
chlorhydrin solution used in the treetmEnt wur; the cormnercial 40 per-
cent solution, l m.1.bic centimeter of 1Nhich it, equivalent to app:ro:d-
mntsly 50 cubic cen-~iweters of O.l 11olar ethylene chlorhydrin. 
The concentrations of e·thylem1 ;!hlorhyd:r•in used in Series I a.nd 
II of' ·the respiration experiments was 0.5 a11d 1.0 cubic centimeters 
per liter of air space, res;pecti;rely. In all studies untrea.te,, tubers 
were used in eom.:pa.ri,m11 with the treated ones. 
Determination£!.~ Et!?:3:lene Chlorhydrin Absorption 
The :method used by Denny and Miller (13) was followed in deter-
mining the amount of ethylene chlorhydrin absorbed during the treat-
ments. Tl1e determinations were made on the juice extracted from the 
potatoes rather than directly on the tissue. The method is based on 
the fact that ethy-lene ehlorhydrin forms a, constant boiling m.ixture 
with water, and can, therefore, be qua.ntitively recovered by 
distillation. 
A representative sample was taken froin each lot of treated 
potatoes. The tubers were waBhed i,:i distilled water to remove aey 
possible chlorides fr0i.'ll the surfaae. and then. dried. The potatoes 
were quartered a.nd ground through a food chopper. The ground t:lssue 
we.a :placed iu a cheese cloth and the juice pressed out by hand. 
Thi.tJ juice was freed of starch by decanta·tion, afte1· rihiot. it w~s 
distilled and the distillate was collected in a 250 ce. volumetric 
flask containing 9 gi•aiii.s ot b::nq:l.UI:9. hydroxide. 
A:f'ter the distillate had stood for tv,-enty-four hours, an aliquot 
was analyzed for chlorine by the Volha:rd (4,0} .method. 
Since the solution L->Olltained . barium b,ydroxide ~ the :recoml'.'.'lended 
fer.rio nlum indicator could no·t be used because B gave a white vreci-
pi tate that ceused a ccmfusion of the and :poir;.t when titratine ,ri·!;h 
potassium thiocyanate; and, therefore, ferric nitrate wu:, substituted 
which gave a very sharp end point without foruing a -precipitate with 
the barium hydroxide. 
The amount of chlorine i'ound is e:x.pr0s0ed in cubic centineters 
of 0.1 molar ethylene chlorhydrin pe1• 100 ,w .. of the original sample 
o:.:· juice. 
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TABLE I 
Soil and Air Temperatures, July 25-August 7, 1938 
Kean Air Maximum So 11 Mean Soil 
Date TemEerature Tem.Eerature Temperature 
.1uly 25 '79.21 °F. 90°F • es°:r. 
26 78.5 90 89 
27 84.17 91 90 
28 78.94 97 83 
29 '75.2 84 80 
30 78.28 86 82 
31 78.5 86 84 
.lug. l '18.27 92 87 
2 85.0 94 90 
3 84.0 95 91 
4 84.5 92 90 
5 83.5 100 91 
6 86.0 102 94 
'I 86 .. 0 96 92 
Hean Soil temperature for the two-week period= 89.4°1. 
These treatments were started on October 25, 1938 and by October 
29 all those in the 95°' temperature showed blackheart involvi.ng as much 
as one-third of the potato. B".f the ninth day• all of the 95° treat-
me.nts were :removed because ·the pote:toes had rotted except those of the 
variety F.Qu.ma, which showed some resistance to decay. See Fig. 3. 
From. these results it seemed apparent that the next step ttrould 
be to select the intermediate temperatu:re of' 90° to deter.mine the point 
above which tho percent of seed pieoe deeay would be so large as to 
prevent 50 percent emergence. Series B was then set up as follows 1:Ji th 
half the tubers placed to germinate at 70° an.11 the other half at 90°. 
SFP.ns B 
No. of 
Var1etr Treatment Sets 
1'Jarba: Sprouted CUt 30 
Sprouted Whole 30 
Blias Triumph: Not Sprouted out 40 
Uot Sprouted i:~hole · .40 
Sprouted Out 40 
Sprouted Whole 40 
Ave. Wt. 
<oz.) 
1.2 
2.3 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
l.4 
Ave. Sprout 
Len§th 
l.9 mm. 
1.7 
1.4 mm. 
l.6 
This serie-s wa.s started on November 3, 1938 1 and continued for 
Table II shows the results of Series A and!, EJ:periment I. It 
should be noted from. this table that there is a con.s1derable difterenelt 
in the :percent of sound potatoes that had been. sprou:ted betor_e planting 
as compared to tt.ose that had not been sprouted. Noteo taken on the 
potatoes placed at 95° show that the preservative et:fect is ne:1:rest 
the sprout (aee Fig. 4J, indioa.ting thet the sprout is associated 
with some preservative effect on the tuber. On digging into the soil 
Fig. 3 
Black heart :found on fburth day of Experiment I, 
Series A 
24. 
TABLE II GERMINATION RESPONSE OF SPROUTED AND tJNSPROUTED, CUT AND 
WHOLE POTATOES, AND VARIETIES AT HIGH AND OPTIMUM TE'.M>ERATURES , 
(Results of Experiment I, Series A and B) 
Variety HOUMA TRIUMPH WARBA 
Temperature (Degrees F. 70 70 90 70 90 
Sp . Sp. Cut Sets 
Data Secured (') Cut ~\!hole Sp. Unsp. 
Sound 96.6 100 77.5 62.5 
Rotted 3,3 
---
22.5 37.5 
Sets emerged** 100.0 100 95.0 75.0 
Sound, ·not emerged .----
--- ---- ----
Rotted~ emerged 3.3 
---
15.0 12.5 
Rotted, not emerged 
---- ---
7.5 2.5 
No, Sprouted tubers ;30 30 ~ 30 
Ave .Wt.of Sprouts/tuber*l7.3 6.9 14.6 17.3 
Days tor 5~ emergence 14 6 6 9 
** :Emergence of sprouts above surface of media. 
* Grams 
Sp. stands for sprouted 
Unsp. stands tor unsprouted 
Whole Sets Cut Sets \ Whole Sets Cut Whole Cut Whole 
Sp. 
80.0 
20.0 
92,5 
----
7.5 
12.5 
37 · 
17.2 
9 
Unsp, Sp . Unsp. · Sp . Unsp. Sp. Sp. Sp. Sp. 
67.5 ·2.5 5.0 95.0 15.0 20.0 50.0 13'.3 10.0 
12.5 97.5 95.0 5.0 85.0 80.0 50.0 86.3 90.0 
90.0 40,0 15.0 100.0 32 ,5 33.3 100.0 76.6 50.0 
---- ---- ---- ----- ---- ---- ----- ---- ----
2.5 ~7.5 10.0 5,0 17.5 13,0 50.0 63.6 40.0 
10.0 60,5 85.0 
----
92.5 66.6 
----
23.3 60. 0 
36 16 6 40 13 10 30 23 13 
8.7 14.2 7.5 8 .5 10.7 15.9 11.3 7.5 6.4 
12 18 18 18 21 9 12 18 18 
Note: Maximum germination was obtained on the 21st 
day of each experiment. A duplicate test 
was set up at 95°F. but no data was secured 
because all tubers and sets showed blaokheart 
within four days and all rotted within nine 
days. 
N 
CA 
• 
Fig. 4 Sprouted tuber placed at 95°. Rot 
beginning in tissue farthest away from sprout. 
Note lateral branches on sprouts. 
Fig. 5 Tubers placed at 95°. Sprouts growing upward 
and dying. Lateral branches of sprouts beginning 
to grow below the dead tissue. 
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of th0 flats placed at 95° • many small sprout.a were observed to have 
grown up to the top of the soil, at which point the tips died and 
new lateral sprouts had started below the dead. tissue. These ha.d also 
died back. (See Fig. 5) 
'l'he above re$ults indicate that the rotting of the seed piece 
may be so rapid tha.t the sprout attached thereto may lose its source 
of food supply before it can become established. 
It appears that the meristematic tissue of the growing points is 
more read.ily injured by heat than the more mature tissue in the other 
parts of the shoot. This same condition had previously been noted 
by Cordner (10) in the experimental field at the Oklahoma Experiment 
Station farm. Vfuile taking the emergence count on the fall crop ot 
potatoes during the last week in August, 1938 (tl1e soil temperature 
had been steadily rising until it s·tood a1; 98°) • he had observed 
that the count showed less emergence instead of' .more. Digging into 
the soil, he found sprouts near the top of the soil, the growing tips 
of' which were brown and showing signs of decay. Later, new lateral 
sprouts started and continued to grow and establi.sh plants. (See Fig. &) • 
In the constant tempera.tu.re cabinets in the 95° section, many 
tubers were entirely decayed, but those sprouts remained alive thai 
had been started on the tuber before it was placed in the cabinet. 
The basal end of these was calloused over and root development was 
limited {:Jote F1g. 7). It seems. then. that the establishment of the 
plant depends on the rate at i.1hiah the tubers or sets are consumed by 
the process of decay. ~en though the sprout. ma:, establish a. plant 
after the seed piece has decayed. the plant may be weakened and pro-
babl;y would not have sufficient time to mature tubers for the fall 
• 
Fig. '1. llo ed OT r with limited 
crop before being killed. by frost. 
!twas found in both Series A and B that sprouted whole potatoes 
:had less decay th.an tubers of other treatments at a temperature 0£ 90°. 
The percentage of decay at 90° was lesa when both eut and whole sets 
were sprouted before :ple.nting. The nwnber ot 5~ emergenee was lea.at 
Qn the sprouted potatoes, and the sprouted potatoes made better growth, 
as is indicated by the greater weight of enierged. sprouts as eor.apared 
With the weight of the emerged sprouts o~ the ·tubers that were planted 
unsprouted. It was found that whole, unspr.outed sets showed better 
a.~esul. ts than eut • unsprouted sets. . This was contrary to results found 
by Kenvrorthy (21} who reported that cut, unsprouted sets did better 
than whole, unsprouted sets. However, in. later experiments the 1r,Titer's 
data agreed with Kenworthy's. 
It was found that seed piece decay decreased with the decreasing 
number of days required tor 50'fo emergence. 
In summarizing the results of Series A and B., it may be said that 
sprouting carries auf'tici.ent preservative ef!feot. upon the set or tuber 
to establish the plant even under high tera.perature cond:i.tlons. provided 
that the period of high temperature is not too long. It seems probable 
that the preservative eff'ect is associated with the aeration of the 
tuber by- the sprout, together with what might possibly be some hormone 
manufactured in the sprout. as suggested by MeJm2 who stated: 
"Jf'.iy own impression, though I have not had any proof, has been 
that the reduced susceptibility ot potatoes to.rot at high 
temperatures when they are sprouting or getting ready to 
sprout is due to the definite production o;t substances or 
enzymes (hormones?) as soon a.s the potato begins to grow. vt 
~. R.R. \!!oburn Experiment Station, Asp.lay Guise, England. 
Personal Oorrespondence. 
At 95° it would be unlikely for the sprout to emerge and establish a 
:plant, but at 900 it is possi,ble tor the :plant to survive. 
S:l1RI:riS O - FJCPI:TIII~iT I 
Series A and B indicated that sprouted whole potatoes were more 
desirable for planting at high temperatures than any other types of 
seed pieces studied. In order to more definitely deter.mine the di:f-
ference between sprouted whole and unsprouted whole potatoes, ·the 
experiment was designed as follows, w! th one-third of the tube1·s of 
ea.ch trea:tm.ent being plaeed at 700, 900, and 950. 
No. of 
Variety Treatment Sets 
Warba: Not Sprouted 90 
Sprouted 90 
Bliss Triw1ph: 
lfot Sprouted. 108 
Sprouted 108 
Ave. Wt. 
of Sets(oz.) 
2.4 
2·.4 
1.5 
1.6 
Ave. Sprout 
Lel!§th 
1.8 mm.. 
1.5 nm1~ 
Table III contai.ns the complete results of Series C. It sliould be 
noted that the variety Warba did not emerge from the soil at either 
90° or 95°. 
The variety Triumpidid not make normal emergence at the 70° tem-
perature. More potatoes of this variety remained sound at 90° than 
at 95o. T£e sprouts from sets planted at 90° emerged from the soil 
in a normal condition, while those at 95° emerged with blackened tips 
and put out new laterals, as was :f'ound in Series .A. and B. It 'f.!J'a.S 
found that at 95o the same percent of sound tubers of the sprouted 
and not sprouted treatments were left when the experiment was con-
eluded, but the potatoes that were not sprouted before placing in the 
llI - ErrFI~CT 01? T:~~i~':2.?Eii.r~?Ul1T~ OIT V.fli(IETIES J~l\1~~:. ,:rPT?OTJTID.D .~?0':0 
:POTA'I'O 
(Ii'.esults of Experiment I, Series G) 
. 
,,,emoerature { Dearees F. } 
70 90 95 
Varietjl" and [•Y, % ,"'l~ % % . %> % -;'J ;tJ '/, ~y 
Treatment Rotted Sound E!nerl:l!ed Rotted sound TL~nerged Rotted sound ?1'1er~ed 
-
Triumph: 
Sprouted 87 13 63 31 69 84 93 7 60 
TJnsprouted 90 10 17 47 53 60 93 7 20 
* Warba: Sprouted f50 50 
--
..,._ 
-- -- -- -- ·-
Unsprouted (57 33 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --
·'--·-
*Note: 1;lTarba. in 90° and 95° temperatures showed. complete rot with no signs of' sprouting. 
• 
cabinets had made only 20% emergence in comparison with 60}& for the 
previously spro1.rted. potatoes. 
This has detini tely shown ·that sprouting previot.lS to planting 
will en.£ble the tubers to establish plan.ts, v,hile ·the unsprouted 
set breaks do~n and decays before sprouting begins. or is so late 
in sprouting tha'.:; seed piece decay has progressed to the point where 
it would be impossible fo;:;.0 the ~prout to establisl1 itself as a plant. 
Variety res:i.stance to high temperatures ha..s been sh.own throughout 
this experiment. T"ne Eoum,a tubers and sets ~ppear to be the most re-
sistant to seed pieae decay at high temperatures. Thia data coincides 
with that found by Cordner (10) in some unpublished data ta.ken at the 
Oklahoma Experiment Station. The variety Houma made a better stand 
of plan.ts with the resultant higher yield for the f'a.11 erop of 1938. 
In conclusion, a brief revievr of the results of all three series 
follows: Sprout growth inhibita seed piece decay; and sprouting o·etore 
planting ill soil ate high temperature may enable a set to establish 
a plant, whereas unsprouted sets may fail. Decay is inhibited. in that 
tissue which is nearest the sprout. The meristem.atic tissue of the 
growing point of the sprout is more easily injured by high temperatures 
than the more mat1;.re basal parts. Beed piece decay increases rapidly 
above 90<\ .3.nd at 95° very little if any germination takes place due 
to the prevalence o~ seed piece breakdown. 
Thue the question arises 3S to just what specific temperature 
may be the limit for the emergence of' sprouts. Thi3 problem was in-
vestigated in Experiment II. 
%' 1•1,, fA 
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EXPERIMENT II 
CRITICAL TEMPERATORE ll'OR SEED PIECE DECAY 
During the previous experiment an optimum germination temperature 
was always considered in order to determine normal response. Since 
the data secured at 90 and 95° showed that seed piece decay was pre~ 
valent at 90°, but occurred :much more rapidly at 95~ it was concluded 
that the critical temperature tor decay of the seed piece must be 
between 90 and 950. 
The experiment was set up as follows: Four kinds of seed pieces 
were used, (1) sprouted cut, (2) sprouted whole, (3) cut, and (4) whole. 
Four flats ot the respective treatments were placed in each cabinet, OlLe 
flat being placed on each shelf. Each flat contained 24 sets, which 
made a total of 96 sets in each cabinet tor each treatment. 
As the experiment progressed, the various treatments did not res~ 
pond uniformly in any one cabinet. This led to an investigation which 
disclosed that the temperature varied from shelf to shelf. This var-
iance was uniform. 1n each cabinet, the top shelf (shelf 1) being the 
same temperature at hich the thermostat was set. The lower shelves 
had an increase in temperature as follows: Shelf 2, two degrees above 
that of shalt one; shelf 3, two degrees above that ot shalt 2; and shelf 
4, which was just above the heating unit, tour degrees above that ot 
shalt 3. The soil temperature was three degrees lower than the air 
temperature at any- one she lt. 
There is not a perfect trend in the data secured because the tlata 
on the lower shelves dried out more rapidly, there was the inherent 
. ... { .. 
resistance ot the indi Ti dual sets to ·se~~·:p~\ca ec~y, and because ot 
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the inexplainable tact that soue o:f the treatments showed better growth. 
and emergence at 95 than at 920. 
The data in Table IV shows the percent or decayed tubers at the 
elose of' the experimen'v.. Data on sprout energence is not shown because 
the m.ul tiplici ty of sproutt1 thaj, eaerged at the soil su:rfaoe caused a 
contusion in to_king the count. Upon removal of tb.e tuber::J f'ro.'11 ·the .fla.t$., 
it t'i'B.ll fouad that 11ic:1:ny of tho sp:l:'outs tl:L8t had emerged ·were lateral bro.11• 
chcs from. only one sprout, and the original sprout could not be traced 
back to the set be·(HiUGe the seeo. piece bad completely disintegrated. 
The table them w2s set ur ill tams of the pnrcGnt of deciay-ed sets :from 
the original number {96) of sets of' one treatiaent at es.oh thel"mostat 
temperature for each cabinet. 
It can be seen f':rom the data in Table IV that 900 is appro:z:in1ately 
the· eriticEll ter:1pex•ature fo·r -the seed piece G.eeay. ill tubers ·will rot 
i::.' left in this temr,era.:1-ure fer a su:t':i:"ic.:l ent period of time, provided 
the sets have not been. sprouted _previous to planting .. Th.e same amount 
ct decay that occurs at 90° will occur in a shorter period of tillle it 
the temperature is raised above 90° • 
.A.t 95°, au mentioned in E~pe:r:ineut I, the sprout tip was injured 
on emergence w·b ioh ca.used new laterals to be fonned. '!'his indicates 
that 950 may be considered to be the temperature lim1 t above v.ilich 
the seed piece ~~ll not establish a plant. 
':Che analysis of variance (Table V) was calculated. on the basis ot 
sound tubers in each :flat of' the respective treatments .. From this 
cl.ate. it ea:.: be seen that th(~ kiLd of seed piece was the only factor· 
,o:f significance. This may be partially explained by the taet that 
sprout.ed whole sets did $0 much better at all temperatures on eve1:y' 
TABLE IV PERCENT o_ DECAYED SETS FOR EACH TREATMENT 
AND TEMPERATURE 
Tanperature 
900 92° 950 ATerage 
Treatment Percent Decayed 
Sprouted Cut '12 63 85 '13 
Sprouted Whole 31 54 "5 43 
Cut 4'1 77 83 68 
Whole 8'1 97 96 93 
Average 59 72 '18 
TABLE V ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR EXPERIMENT ll 
Source 
Total 
Cabinet Temperature 
Treatment 
Shelf 
Treatment and temp. 
Shelt and temperature 
Shelf and treatment 
Error 
Degrees ot 
!Preedom 
4'1 
2 
3 
3 
6 
6 
9 
18 
F 
Values 
1.oe 
3.54 
1.,2 
0.29 
0.19 
0.81 
*Taken tram Snedecor•a Table ot F Values (38). 
F Talue tor 
• level* 
3.55 
3.16 
3.16 
2.66 
2.66 
2.46 
shelf than all other treatments. Temperature appears to be insignifi-
cant 1n this data because the results from the sprouted cut and sprouted 
whole treatments were reversed at 92 and 950. 
This data indicates that cut sets have shovm better results than 
whole sets which is in agreement with data found by Kenworthy (21). 
The results from this experiment were unsatisfactory in that the 
exact cri tie l te:n~ erature for seed piece decay was not deteminedt but 
these results st~ongly suggest that about 90° is the critical temperature 
for the unaprouted seed pi ece. Thi s eJq>eriment s erved to substantiate 
Experiment I in that i t was proved once again t t s prout ing of the whol• 
seed piece previouu to pl anting will enable the set to became established 
before the s eed piece docayn , while sets receiving other treatments may 
decay before a sprout emerges. 
GEm.!INATION PJ:ID DECAY IJSf POTATO SETS IN P.:E.L:'L'I'ION TO OOATDTG 
THE CUT SURFACE OF 'll!E SETS 1'1ITH PARJ'J.i1i1IN' 
The data of Experiment I indicated tl::at whole sets resisted 
decay more tPs.0n cut sets, while in Experiment II the opposite was true. 
This was an effort to determine which ot the two types of seed pieces. 
was better. 
Appleman (!3) states that cutting of the tubers increased resp! ... 
~ation and that this was a mild dormancy-breaking treatment. Though 
all of the potatoes used in this experiment were well out of the dor ... 
:m.ant period, e test was .msde to determ.ine ii' the cutting itself had 
a preservative action, or whether the newly cut surface allowed gas 
exchange an.d thereby provided accelerated respiration rates at· high 
temperatures. 
All of the potatoes were cut, and one-half of the cut tubers had 
the cut surfaces 'covered with a coat of paraffin. This was done in 
order that the tubers would all receive the same treatment as to cut-
ting; yet tm paratfin surface would .cause the potat.:>es ,o react in 
the sa~e manner as whole tubers with reference to gas exchange. 
One11:. half of each lot of tubers was sprouted before placing to 
germinate in the cabinets. The various treatments were as follows: 
Paraffined Not Para:f'fined 
No. of sprouted sets 36 36 36 
No. not sprouted sets 36 36 36 36 
The results of this experiment are found in Table v. 
TABLE V GERMINATION AND DECAY OF POTATO SErS IN RELATI ON TO COATING THE CUT 
SURFACE WITH PARAFFIN 
(Results of Experiment III 
SPROU!'ED NOT SPROUTED 
90° '100 gou 70° 
Par. Not Par. Par. Not Par. Par . Not Par. Par. Not Par . 
Variety Triumph 
• Per Oent ·~-~ ' 
Sound 0 a '18 88 0 0 46 86 
Rotted 100 92 22 12 100 100 54 14 
Sound, not emerged.,. 0 a 3 3 0 0 16 3 
Sound, emerged 0 0 78 89 0 0 43 83 
Rotted, emerged 92 92 19 8 0 0 41 11 
Rotted, not emerged 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Days for 5~ 
emergence 6 5 4 4 0 0 4 4 
*Emergence of sprouts above surface ot the soil. 
I 
• 
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The result of coating the potato with paraffin may be seen in 
Figure a. 
All or tl:e parattined tubers began to show blackheart in the 
center or the cut aurtace ot the tuber an:l the various stages ot 
breakdown could be clearly seen through the paraffin film. This 
indicates that blackhearting, the accumulation of carbon dioxide and 
the lack of oxygen, occurs farthest away from the periderm. ln the 
light of the results found by Magness and 'D1ehl (26), the collection 
of carbon dioxide in the paraf'f'i11ed potatoes would haTe been. sufficient 
to cause injury at 90°. Magness (25) found tbet carbon d ioxide could 
be as high as 30 % of the composition ot the interoelluar gases at 
80°. According to Kidd (22), this would mean that it would be sutti-
cient to be injurious and perhaps could be the direct cause ot the 
death of the internal tissue of the potato. 
'rhe re ults show that the whole potato does not grow as well 
as the cut potato at either 70 or 90°, but contrary to that which 
was first expected, the paraffin-coated potatoes at 70° germinated first. 
but grew slower attar germination. 
0 From Table V it can be seen that et 90 there were more sprouts 
emerged above the surtace of the soil when the Potato had been sproute<l 
slightly before planting than when the potato h:id not been spr outed. I~ 
the 70° temperature group t here was a greater emergence of sprouts aboTe 
the surrece of the soil tor the sprouted potatoes -than those that were 
not sprouted. Also, the number of sound tubers was greater when the 
tubers were sprouted previous to planting and when they possed e cut 
surface free from the coat of paraffin. 
The rate of a~rout emergence awl subsequent growth Gt .the 
• • ,r 
ot Paret':t'1n d. 
90° 
Fig. C. areffined et how1n pr a nc ot bleck ~ert 
and ecay 1n contra t to not pP.nttfined set . 
40 • 
uncoat3d potatoes at ?0° and 90° in contrast to the coated potatoes 
ie, indicative that sl01iving of the rat,3 of gas exchange. which will 
result in the accumulation of carbon dioxide and a deficiency of 
oxygen in the potato tissue, is a hindrance to growth and brings with 
it possibility of in.creased seed piece decay due to blackhearting and 
phy~dological breakdown. 
.. 
EXPERIMmT IV 
SIZE OF TUBER IN REI.AT! ON 'ro GERMINATION AND DECAY AT 
BIGH TEMPERAT'OOJ!S 
As was indicated by t:t.e previous experiment, the greater the 
distance of the internal tissue from the periderm, the more rap i d 
and larger the area ot blackhearting and seed piece decay. In some 
sections of Oklahoma it has been the custom to plant large whole tubers, 
as it was thought that they produced a better stand for the tall crop 
ot potatoes. 
In order to determine the differences between germination and 
blackhearting of large potatoes (average weight, 4 ounces), and small 
potatoes, (average weight, 1.a ounces), ~our flats each containing 25 
sets ot potatoes (all Triumph variety) were set up. Two flats of each 
size were put st temperatures ot 70 and 95°. 
Table VI summarizes the results of this experiment. These results 
show that the small potato will germinate more quickly at both tem-
peratures and will be less likely to break do~. fhe large potatoes 
developed blackheart in five days at 95°, while the small potatoes did 
not develop blackheart until seven days had passed. Those at 95° had 
to be removed in eleven days, as nearly all of the potatoes had ceased 
sprout growth and were rotting. 0 Those at 70 were allowed to remain 
until the twenty-first day before being removed. 
These studies indicate that large seed potatoes do not aid in 
sprouting and germination; that ;BJUall seed potatoes do germinate more 
rapidly and have a higher percentage remaining sound at high temperaturaa; 
and that small seed potatoes are able to remain in the soil at higher 
temperatures for a longer period of time before internal breakdown. occur•• 
TABLE VI :SPROUTm"GJ .• 'i.l\TD DE-C!.:tY 
L.ARGE 1\!ID Srl'Ji1JL POT.fiTO:BS 
(Results of Expe?ilnent IV) 
===s=·=====================-=~ == = = .,,.-. 
Small potatoes Large Potatoes 
]?ercent~e '700 95° 700 95o 
Sound 76 51 4$ 38 
Rotted 24 49 54 62 
Sound Sprouted 76 38 46 38 
Rotted sprouted 24 24 38 12 
Sound not sprouted 0 13 0 0 
Rotted no-t; sprouted 0 25 16 50 
Doys for 50% eermination 5 6 a 7 
It is significant that more decay occurred w1 th both the .large 
and the st.tall tubors at 95°. Any pocsible gain that might be made 
because of the additional food supply in the larger :potato is lost at 
high temperatures due to the increased rate of seed piece decay. This 
was contrary to the diata round by Haut (18) in the field in November, 
1954:. This data showed that large potatoes produced better stands 
and yields than small :pototoes, however, this can be explained by the 
tact that conditions at Stillwater; Oklahoma that year were unusually 
faTorable both in respect to moisture and temperature. Tl:l.e planting 
was made on August 27 attar the fall rains had started. T.his late 
planting was necessary because dry weather had prohibited planting 
earliel'. Thus the soil temperature was low end moisture was sufficient. 
EFFECT OF VJiRIOUS C01'TCEN'TRATI0!1£ OF ETHYLENE CBLORHYDRIN ON RATE OF 
RESPIRATION 
15. 
~imbrougb. (25} in his work on the storage of potatoes showed that 
respiration increased with the increase in temperature. It was desir-
able to know· just what effects te-m:perature and chemical treatment have 
on the rate of respiration and the resultant rate of seed p1eee decay. 
In order to determine the effect of ethylene chlorhydri~ on respi-
ration, the apparatus was set up as previously described. Since the 
study was mo.re or less preliminary and only chemical treatment was to 
be considered, constant teraperatures were not used with Series I and 
II of this experiment, which was conducted. in the laboratorye Two 
concentrations of ethylene ohlorhydrin we.re ·applied to the tubers by 
the vapor method. 'l'hey ware, 1 cc. and 0.5 cc. per liter of air space. 
~he method of treat.men t has already been described. 
The amount of the chemical absorbed by tba potato tissue was 
determined by the method outlined by Denny and Miller (13), and the 
results are tabulated below. 
Treatment 
Series I: 
l co. per liter of air space 
0.5 ca.per liter of air space 
' 
Series II: 
1 co. par 'liter of air space 
0.5 cc. per liter of air space 
Cubic Cent1me~ers of 0.1 M 
Ethylene Chlorhyd~in Absorbed 
15.3 
l.8 
18.2 
2.1 
The data for this experiment are shown in the form ot 3 point 
moving aver~ge ~aph. (See Fig. 9). 
In Series I the rate of respiration started upward and reached 
i ta maximum during th3 first two days, and then tha rate decreased 
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Fig. 9. liespiration response of potatoes treated. with 1 cc. 
and 5 cc. of ethy~ene chlorhydrin per liter. 
until the fourth day whe:n the ourre:n:t ·!;hat operated ·the vacuu.m pump 
v.*a.s off :for oix-teen hours. 9 Series I) The respiration 
rate increased immediately t reaching it6 second peak on ·the third 
day aft.er the current was of:f. It is supposed that this increase 
was due to the resultant aecmnulation of the carbon. dioxide in the 
·tubers and jars during the period when the air flow was hal tedQ. 
Smith (37) found that carbon. dioxicle accumulated in the internal 
tissue of tubers when the outsid.e concentration of carbon dioxide was 
increased. Kil::ibrough (2:3) fom1d that with an accumulation of carbon 
dioxide in the ~i;issue 1hen the tubers were stored at lov: temperatures, 
there was au increase in the respiration rate far beyond the total 
arnonnt that could be absorbed by the tubers. 'tJright ( 44} found thaji; 
pota-toes in cold storage accn1.rn.ulated carbon. dioxide in the tissue, anll 
tha'G ths rate of respiration increased after st1eh an accmnulation-
The fourth day aft.er· the current was off, the rate of respiration 
again declinedQ It is thG, belief' of the writer that this sharp decline 
in the rate of 1·espi:ration of the potatoes treated idth 1 co. co:neen-
tra:(;!on of ethylene chlorh;rdrin was due to the greate1 .. accumulation 
of carbon dioxide in the :potato tissue, and. possible resultant i:r jury. 
Ls can be aee11, the rate we.rd; below that of the 0.5 cc. treatment and. 
remained below. 
In the analysis of variance ( Ta.bl e VII) , it vias found that 
·treatment was the principal souree of variation, and that there was 
a variation from day to day which the l'Jri ter at-1:;ributed to the varia-
tion in temperature from day to day together with the presence of the 
.no1"1nal variation due to physiologica.1 changes in the potatoes. 
The greater variation in Series I than in Series ll can be ex-
Source 
Total 
Treatments 
Dail7 Readings 
Error 
Source 
Total 
Treatment a 
Daily Readings 
Error 
TA13LE III lUifAt'YSIS OF VARIPliCE TABLE FOR 
EXPERilaENT V 
Series I 
Degrees ot Mean J' 
Freedom Sg,uares Values 
59 
2 1599.00 29.92 
19 169.50 3.17 
38 53.44 
Series .n 
Degrees of Mean :r· 
Freedom Sguares Values 
50 
2 1402 66.4 
16 199.4 9.4 
32 21.1 
F Value for 1% 
S1gnif'ica.uce 
5.51 
2,40 
F Value for lf 
Significance 
5.54 
2.51 
49. 
the current was off. 
Series II was conducted in order to verify the findings of Series 
I, that is, high respiration immediately following treatment followed 
by decline in rate until the sprouting begins (Note Fig. 9, Series II) 
It was found that the potatoes in the control chamber increased in 
rate of respiration, just as those that were treated increased, but 
not nearly as much the first three days of each experiment. This is 
attributed to the t act that carbon d1ox14e-tree air was being drawn 
over the potatoes, which permitted the excess carbon dioxide in the 
tissue to be given oft for the first three days~ after which time the 
carbon dioxide resulting only from normal respiration was measured. 
This assumption would be true as regards the treated potatoes, and 
the difference in the rate of respiration of the untreated trom. the 
treated would be the actual amou.at due to treatment. 
Weight loss of tubers in the respiration chambers 1n both Series 
I and n did not exceed ~ of the original weight ot the potatoes 
placed in the chambers at the beginning ot the test. 
The potatoes in Series I were planted in flats and put in the 
greenhouse where the temperature was between 75 and aoo during the 
germinating period. The flats rece1Ted equal amounts of water and 
aeration. 
The results ot planting treated tubers are found on the 
foll o .. 11ng page. 
50,, 
A.mount of ethylene chlorh.z.d!i!. trea·tment 
1.0 cc. o.5 cc. Check 
Amount ot ethylene 
ohlorhydrin absorbed 
by the po ta.toes 15.3 1.8 
Mumber of sets planted 30 30 30 
Number of sets rotted 30 9 28 
Mumber of sets sound 0 21 2 
Number of sets sprouted 30 30 22 
l!umber sound, ·not sprouted 0 0 2 
Number rotted, not sprouted 0 0 6 
Days till5~ germination 3 5 12 
The data indicates that; seed :pieee decay increases with the in-
creaGe .of ethylene chlorhydrin absorption.. Denny and Miller (13} 
foun.d that any amount of the chemical over 15 cc. caused seed piece 
decay. 
Treatmen:t with ethylene chlorhydrin 1s desirable to promote 
rnpid gendna.tion, tu-t the amount taken up by the tissue should not 
exceed. 15 cubic centime'ters ot O.l molar ethylene chlorh.ydrin as 
recomm(;)nded by Denny and I1Ii1ler (13) a:ud v.erified by the •,.rit.er. 
For sorae'; unkno'Wll reason, a large percentage of the untreated 
potatoes decgyed at the end. of the experiment. Perhaps this 1nay 
have been due to delayed sprouting .. 
The trends (Fig. 9) show that, respiration inereased w'Hh the 
ooncemtrat1on of the ethyle:n.e chlorhydrin treatment, and, together 
with the data f'rom the field planting, indicate that high respiration 
rates ond the increase in seed :piece deeay are correlated. 
T!.11s experiment verifies again the supposition that sprouting 
has a preservative effect on the potato tuber. Any method that pro-
motes sprouting >'Ji thout injuring the tuber will aid in seed piece 
ffl'E(l'J.'1 OF Tf:~_['rn.ATUrtZ J.0:® ETif'"iLENE C!-E..OPHYDRIN 
Tl?..!AT'U]!ID: ON Tlr:E Rt.TE OJ p.r-;;sPrn.A'not; AND Gr:ER-
:sr.D..fa':i.'I'IO)f Ai:S:D DECAY OF t1IOLE Par.ATC SE'J:S 
51. 
As temperature has been the major factor that has been considered 
throi;gl'.out the pr.eviot'ri e:-;.s1er:!..m.ents, it r.:as dee.1.r!"i.ble to dete1"!dn.e the 
relative ;importance o:f' ethylene chlorhydrin treatment A.l'ld. temperature 
on the rate of respiration at whole sets. 
Ao wan shown in Experiment V, the respiration rate inareasen ~~th 
·the increase in concentration of ethylene chlorhydrin treatment. Since 
seed piece decay was increaood so much by ·tt.e l.O cubic centimeter treat ... 
ment over that of the 0.5 cc. treatment, only one treatment, 0.5 cc. 
was made, and the O'i;her lot of potatoes were untreated. 
The ethylene ehlorhydrin treatment nas given to 12 kilograms of 
whole potatoes at 82° for a pel'iod of twenty-four hours. ]'if·ty-six 
tubers having a total weight ot 2.12 kilograms were placed in ea.ch of 
the six respiration chambers. Three cl1amber3 con:tained t?:eated tubers 
and three contained untreated tubers. A chamber con:taining treated 
tubers and a chamber containing untreated tu.!)ers was placed in each of 
the three constant temperature cabinets. 
Flats containing twenty-four tubers that had received the same 
,treatment as the tubers in the respectiv8 ch~nbers were placed in the 
constant temperature cabinets. 
The thermostats on the cons·tant temperature oa.b.inets were set at 
70°, 90°, and 95°. 
Fig. 10 is a graphic picture of the respiration activities of the 
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Fig. 10 Respiration Rate of Potato 'fubers in Relation to Temperature 
and Ethylene Chlorhydrin Treatment. 
(.JI 
t,:, 
tubers at each tenperature for a twelve day period. These c1aia indi-
cate thed, a'I. an optimum temperature of 70° the rate of respiration of 
treateCJ. pot,a't.oes will approacl1 tt.at ot untreated potc::i'tOes in ten days; 
while ot temperatures of' 9cP and £H5°, \;he; '"'ate of' resrp:iration of treated 
potatoes reaches a .maximum by the second day and then declines approxi-
riiately three millig1•a.ms an.d levels off into a straight line. 
been started in the trea·ted potatoes; '.iihile in the m1i:rt1eted. 
the stimulation fron temperature cilOnc cnuset3 fl rapid respiration ,~ate 
due to temperature change from storage (tho.se tubers 
stornge where tho· te;11perature rangGd from ?0 to 80°) to r:• constant tem-
;peretu.re of 90 to 95°. 'l'he graph .sD.ows the mrc:.xirm.,m. poL1t of the rs.tie 
oi' respiration of untreated potatoes at 900 to be on the third day, 't,hicb 
is in .s.gre€ment with Kimbrough (23·). It should be noted that by the 
third day the :respiration 011 untreated potatoes placed at 95° was ufell 
,on ·;;he decline. 
At constant 'temperatures of 90 and 95° the rate of respir2:tion of 
treated potatoes was much higher th.,:a.n that of' unt:i:•e£,ted :pots.toes and 
re.l!lained so. 
Treated potatoes at 90 and 95° have app1'o:xi:mately the sane rote cf 
:resptration, while untreated potatoes llave a much higher respiratio11 at 
95° than at 90°. '1.1llis indicates that chemical t;reatnent has nore effect 
on increasing the rate of respiration th2,n tom.peratnre. 
In Table Vlll the dnta indicates that the follm1ing fs.ctor:3 had 
the greatest effect on respiration in the order lifi:/,;f:ld: temper::.1ture, 
treatment, re:9licates (number o:f days thti ex:perir.'11ent ran). The repli-
54. 
~ -:W:.-~ a F • l~ Degrees o'f ~/Iea.n F F Value i'or 
Source Freedom Squares Values Significance* 
Total 83 
Temperature 2 7202.5 182.8 4.92 
'I'rea. tments l 6120.0 U55.3 7.01 
Daily Readings 13 126.3 3.2 2.45 
Error 6'1 39.4 
*Tci:.:en from Snedecor's Table of F Values {38}. 
55 .• 
respiration. This may be due to the physiological changes in the 
tubero. 
The data shows the risrte of decay ·to be i11 direct r-ela.t ion to the 
rate of res:pire.tion. 
Sixth Day of Experiment 
Treu.ted tubers: 
Rotted 14 
Sound 10 
Untreated tubers: 
Rotted 1 
.Sound 23 
'l\;el.fth Day- of E:xperiilient 
J:reated tubP,rs: 
Rotted 24 
Sou.nd O 
Sprouted 0 
Untrcl':'l.ted tubers: 
Rotted 17 
Sound "f 
Sprouted O 
10 
14 
0 
24 
2S 
0 
0 
10 
14 
0 
0 
24 
0 
24 
9 
10 
10 
4 
20 
1 
Fig. lO and the above data definitely indicate that high respira-
tion and the ·by-products of the respira.tory activity are the cause of 
seed piece decay. That this cannot be due to the ae.cumulatfo:w. or car-
bon dioxide on tho outside of the potato is definitely :proven, beoause 
carbon •iio:dd~-free eir surrounded the potatoes at all times. 
!Ugh temperature is almost as e:t'feotive as chamical treatment in 
increasing the rate of respiration. The value of chemical treatment 
as an aid under these oond.itions depends upon whether a sprout may be 
started before seed piece decay so completely disintegrates tr.e set 
that the sprout's source of food supply is destroyed. 
56. 
DISCU SIGN 
High soil temperatures in Oklahoma at the time the fall crop of 
iOtatoes should be planted is the primary cause of seed piece decay. 
tTnder laboratory conditions blackheart precedes seed piece decay and 
may be produced within three days in whole, unsprouted potatoes planted 
in a soil temperature of 95°. This is in agreeme11t with Mann and J"oshi (27). 
The writer found that high respiration is in direct relation to 
increases in temperature and sudden changes from low to high temperature, 
which agrees with Kimbr ough (25). The combination of chemical treatment 
nd temperature results in the highest rate of res~iration. The data ha•e 
indicated that the respiratory rate of chemically treated potatoes will 
approach the rate of untreated potatoes in five days at a temperature at 
70°, while at 90° and 95° the treated potatoes will not decline to the 
same level at the untreated potatoes. 
In these investigations cut unsprouted potatoes have been able to 
ithstand high soil temperatures better than whole unsprouted potatoes. 
'That this must in part be due to the rate or gas exchange is shown by the 
unparaftined potatoes decaying at a less rapid rate than peraffine-coated 
po tatoes. This agrees with Kenworthy (21). 
Muc h of the literature indicates that blackhearting and physio-
logical breakdown ere due to the accumulation a! carbon dioxide in the 
internal tissue, but it is felt that this is only a part of the truth. 
The actual accumulation of carbon dioxide in itself is not the cause, 
but the co~bination of carbon dioxide and resultant deficiency ot oxygen 
as indicated by Smith (37), Magness (25), Magness and Diehl (26), and 
Kidd (22) are the factors. As is known, the normal respiration 
of the potato must be carried on with oxygen, and it is the combination 
of carbon dioxide excess an:d o:t.7gen deficiency- in ass<rniation with the 
relative impermeability of ·the :pe:r~iderm of the potato that :results in 
injury and rapid seed piece decay when high soil temperatures are 
encountered. 
The writer believe,s that seed pieoe preservation is due to a.era.-
tion that the sprouts give the seed piece. Also, that the sprout 
epidermis is more :permeable than the tuber periderm to gas exc-:turnge, 
and thus relieves the congestion of' carbon dioxide, and, at the same 
time brings more oxygen into the seed piece. 
The most eri tiaal period. for the seed piece is from the time 
the set is planted until sprouting a.ctually begins. Permitting the 
see.a piece to sprout before planting eliminates a large portion of 
this period and enables a plant to be established hef.ore the seed 
piece cor,1pletely rots. 
Since high temperature alone is the principal factor causing 
seed piece decay7 chemical treatment (unless used in larg(, enough 
cor:i.centrations to cause injury) is an aid to seed piece preservation 
because it enables the se.ed piece to sprout more rapidly. 
COMCLUSIONS 
l .. A soil temperature of 95°F. is the approximate lunit at which 
sprou:ting of the seed piece wi.11 occur .. 
2. Soil temperatures of' 90°F. or above, if continued for more thall 
ten days after planting, 1nill result in a poor stand, u.1lless seed 
pieces have been sprouted before planting or unless they sprout im-
r:tsdiately stfter planting. 
3. Sprouting the potato sets before planting will possibly e:ac.,ble 
58. 
t·ote of respiration of pot~to tube:ra af,i oham.ieal coneentrutionz, provided 
t:1,e concentration if,, not too strong. 
;::;,. Che:'1.ic al treat~J:nt .is dee:lreble to intluce p:rorapt sprouting o.f tho 
tets ¥.ihon r,lfn1tlnrs. d:or,~.1:.rnt t11bel"B in tiOil tit l:lieh tet'l;H:.i:retures. 
5. ChG,•dcel tre;:;,t,~:11nt .~1ould be controlled so t1.s to avoid seed piece 
.lnju:ry. 
7. f:'1rcllt t'hole potatoes are better as seed -pfoces than lerge, 
fihole pot~.rtoes. 
t~. !Jutting the tubar.s to be used for seed piee·aS i~ an aid to 
foed piJca p:re~erveition et; high 3011 t,,mporatures, vJl:am potatoes have not 
leen r,1:Jrout,,Jl1. before plen:ting. 
\,ill d1~clino in eii:!b t daye tt.1 1,;ibru t too sa"!B rat0 as untreated :potato~s 
¥r.en, botb ere placrJd in a ?0° temporfiture. 
10. lit ti~mr,erat,ires of 90 and 95 (l.i:~greee a wide difference occurred 
ill t1.ie respiration rat~ of untreated potatries, but those potatoes having 
ethyh:i:.1tl chlorhydrin trt1ats1l1i,>nt and plee0d at 90 erld So dag1·ees rosp1:red 
,t 90 and 9t/, vme such hi~.or thm that of untreated r,,)tetoee, at the ssm{i 
tettiperatu.res. 
59. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 
The work which the writer has done has been but a small step 
1n the vast possibilities tor investigations on this subject. Mann3 
suggests the following 
"Would it be possible to see whether, by raising the tempera-
ture, all other conditions remaining the same, sprouting 
potatoes could be made to rot as quickly as dormant potatoes 
will at a lower temperature? ould it be possible to as-
certain the effect of inoculating dormant potatoes with 
extracts from sprouted potatoes or from sprouts themselves? 
It the decreased susceptibility to rotting is due to sub-
stances formed in the spouts, this should cause rotting 
to be slower in appearing than in un-inoculated potatoes." 
Shu114 suggests 
"It might be very advantageous to study the effects of tem-
perature upon all or the known oxidative mechanisms that 
might occur in the potato. This would include t he poly-
phenol oxidase system, the ascorbic acid oxydase system, 
the peroxidase system and catalase. Enzyme studies, coupled 
with analyses of the internal gases from injured stems of 
field grown potatoes would probably throw much light upon 
the behavior." 
The writer suggests as possibilities for future study the deter-
mination of respiration rate of treated potatoes after sprouting has 
started at low temperatures and then changed to a high temperature; 
determination of just what a s~rout contributes to the seed piece 
that helps to preserve it; investigation ot phys ·ological changes 
brought about when sprouting begins. 
3Ibid . 
4Shull, C.A., University ot Chicago, personal correspondence, 
May 29, 1939. 
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